Introduction
Over the past 50 years, population growth and economic development have increased the global demand for ecosystem provisioning services, for example food, fibers and timber. Conversion of land to satisfy these needs has increased pressures on ecosystems, generally leading to a decrease in regulating services (e.g. climate, erosion and floods) and cultural services (e.g. recreation and education) (Bennett and Balvanera, 2007; Carpenter et al., 2009 ). Because of competition for land and natural resources, increasing the supply of one ecosystem service (ES) may result in reducing the supply of others (Minang et al., 2014; Seppelt et al., 2014; . Reconciling multiple conflicting objectives of ecosystem management and dealing with ES tradeoffs are major challenges of sustainable development and sustainability science (Birkhofer et al., 2015; Carpenter et al., 2009; Grêt-Regamey et al., 2016) .
Landscape managers have direct and indirect effects on ES supply levels (Haase et al., 2012) .
Their decisions often involve tradeoffs between ES, deliberate when they reflect explicit choices or unintentional when knowledge is lacking (Hauck et al., 2013; Martinez-Harms et al., 2015; Turner et al., 2013) . Recent publications highlight the different uses of ES knowledge in decision-making processes and distinguish between decisive, technical and informative uses (Laurans et al., 2013; McKenzie et al., 2014; Schleyer et al., 2015) . With the two former uses, knowledge about ES relationships contributes to defining and evaluating policies. For example, it may help allocate financial and human capitals to the land management in a way that improves multi-functionality and reduces competition between services now and in the future (de Groot et al., 2010; Lautenbach et al., 2015; Turner et al., 2013) . Informative use of ES relationship knowledge is also important to raise awareness about environmental problems and foster dialogue, debate and negotiation between stakeholders (McKenzie et al., 2014) .
The word "tradeoff" has been used to describe different types of compromises occurring from provision to benefit and management of ES in the literature Lee and Lautenbach, 2016; Mouchet et al., 2014; van Wijk et al., 2016) : ranging from compromises between ES (Bennett et al., 2009 ) and between generations (Rodríguez et al., 2006) , to compromises between ES provision and demand (Mouchet et al., 2014; TEEB, 2010) or between beneficiaries of ES (Martín-López et al., 2012) . The analysis of tradeoffs between ES (i.e. the focus of our study) has received much more attention than other dimensions of tradeoffs (Turkelboom et al., 2017) . It has been conflated in an inconsistent and misleading way to the concepts of "ES relationships", "ES interactions" and "ES associations" in literature (Birkhofer et al., 2015; Mouchet et al., 2014; Seppelt et al., 2011) . Mouchet et al. (2014) observed that the word "tradeoff" should not be used to describe static negative associations between ES (like spatial congruence, spatial concordance, co-occurrence or overlap of ES), but reserved for associations repeated in time and space. Others called for a better distinction between two types of relationships between ES, as defined by Bennett et al. (2009) (Birkhofer et al., 2015; Cord et al., 2017; Seppelt et al., 2011) . Direct relationships between ES involve causal relationships between ES, while indirect relationships are based on correlations due to biophysical or socioeconomic drivers (Bennett et al., 2009; Birkhofer et al., 2015; Seppelt et al., 2011) . Only relationships falling in the first category are truly "ES interactions" ("ES associations" could be used for the second category) (Birkhofer et al., 2015) . Consequently, "ES relationships", "ES associations" and "ES interactions" should not be used in an interchangeable way as it is common in literature currently. In this paper, following Bennett et al. (2009) , we distinguish "ES associations" (i.e. spatial concordance, co-occurrence or overlap of ES) from "ES interactions" (i.e., truly causal interactive mechanisms between ES), both being different types of the broader category "ES relationships". Without necessarily endorsing the language but following the general use in the literature, we define "synergies" simply as ES positive associations (i.e. without considering that synergies may produce combined effects greater than the sum of the separate effects) and tradeoff as negative associations. Also following general use, we distinguish between three types of relationships: tradeoff (in which one service decreases while another one increases); synergy (in which both services increase or decrease together); and no effect (Bennett et al., 2009; Jopke et al., 2015; Lee and Lautenbach, 2016) .
Various methods exist to assess ES relationships, including participatory methods, empirical approaches, econometric tools, simulation and optimization models Deng et al., 2016; Lee and Lautenbach, 2016; Mouchet et al., 2014; van Wijk et al., 2016) . They are linked to the framing of ES relationships, and their choice depends on the problem and the decision context . For example, looking at ES relationships through spatial co-occurrence (whether ES are in high supply or low supply in the same places in landscape) is useful for defining management priorities (e.g. conservation of hotspots or restoration of coldspots) or characterizing landscape multi-functionality (e.g. identifying the "bundles" of ES which typically co-occur) (Raudsepp-Hearne et al., 2010) .
But it might be irrelevant for assessing how managing the land to increase the provision of one ES will affect other ES (Seppelt et al., 2011) . There is a need to clarify which types of issues each method can help to resolve, taking into account their range of application and underlying hypothesis (Gasparatos, 2010) . Few studies have done so explicitly (but see: Mouchet et al., 2014; Tomscha and Gergel, 2016; Zheng et al., 2014) .
In this paper, we ask the following question: Do different assessment methods lead to different interpretations and conclusions about ES relationships? We apply three different methodsspatial and temporal correlations between ES pairs and production possibility frontiers -for assessing ES relationships in the upper part of the Reventazón watershed in Costa Rica, compare their outcomes and implications, and discuss the assumptions and applicability of each of the methods.
Analytical Approaches to Ecosystem Service

Relationships
We selected three bivariate methods for assessing ES relationships, commonly used in the literature (Deng et al., 2016; Lee and Lautenbach, 2016) : (1) Static spatial correlations; (2) Spatial correlations of temporal variations; (3) Two-dimension production possibility frontiers.
Multivariate methods including multidimensional production frontiers (Ruijs et al., 2013) , PCA (e.g. Clec'h et al., 2016; Lavorel et al., 2011; Maes et al., 2012; Vigl et al., 2016) , factor analysis (e.g. Qiu and Turner, 2013) and cluster analysis (e.g. Haines-Young et al., 2012; RaudseppHearne et al., 2010) have been used for analyzing relationships between more than two ES at a time (and to identify bundles of ES in the case of PCA, factor analysis and cluster analysis) Lee and Lautenbach, 2016 ), but we restricted our analysis to bivariate methods whose results can be easily displayed as graphs and compared.
Spatial correlation approaches compute the statistical correlations between the levels of two ES (ES1, ES2) across multiple spatial units. ES values are obtained for a given time, which makes this a static analysis (Fig. 1) . Spatial correlations are the most commonly used methods to describe ES relationships (Lee and Lautenbach, 2016) . After the first analyses of ES static spatial correlations and overlaps in California by Chan et al. (2006) , many studies have adopted this approach (for example: Egoh et al., 2008; Jopke et al., 2015; Raudsepp-Hearne et al., 2010; Turner et al., 2014; Willemen et al., 2010) . Various metrics can be used to express the correlation between ES1 and ES2 and test its significance, depending on the normality of the distribution of ES1 and ES2 and the presence of spatial auto-correlation. The standard procedure relies on t-tests and Pearson's correlation coefficient in the case of ES assumed to have with bivariate normal distributions (Chan et al., 2006; Raudsepp-Hearne et al., 2010) . This approach can be adapted to non-normal distributions by using Spearman's rank correlation coefficient instead (Egoh et al., 2008; Locatelli et al., 2014; Willemen et al., 2010) . Both parametric and non-parametric tests of significance can be corrected to take into account spatial autocorrelation (Casalegno et al., 2013; Gos and Lavorel, 2012) . Static spatial correlation studies have been criticized because they omit landscape history, an important factor in understanding ES relationships (Tomscha and Gergel, 2016) , and because they often present ES spatial correlations as interactions, even when they are not; they are simply evidence of nonrandom associations (Bennett et al., 2009; Cord et al., 2017) . Less frequently applied are methods integrating ES temporal dynamics by analyzing historical datasets (Renard et al., 2015; Tomscha and Gergel, 2016; Zheng et al., 2014) ; as few studies have data on ES over both time and space Dittrich et al., 2017; Locatelli et al., 2017) . Static spatial correlations can be calculated at different dates in order to detect changes in ES relationships overtime (Renard et al., 2015; Tomscha and Gergel, 2016) .
Alternately, the correlation can be performed on the difference in ES supply at two times, called "the spatial correlation of temporal variation", or the "change-over-time approach" (Tomscha and Gergel, 2016) or "correlation analysis between the amounts of changes in ES" (Zheng et al., 2014) . For conciseness, we refer to it as "temporal correlation" in the rest of this paper (Fig.   1 ). It can also be computed using either Pearson or Spearman correlation coefficients.
In parallel, welfare economics and production theory have inspired frameworks to describe relationships between ES (Bekele et al., 2013; King et al., 2015; Lester et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2012; Wossink and Swinton, 2007) . In these frameworks, the set of production possibilities describes all combinations of multiple ES levels that can be accommodated within a landscape given its structure, natural capital and management inputs (human labor, technology, etc.) Kline and Mazzotta, 2012) . The boundary of the set is comprised of combinations such that one ES cannot be improved without reducing the others White et al., 2012) (Fig.1) . Such combinations often called "Pareto optimal" or "Pareto efficient" (Bekele et al., 2013; Lester et al., 2013; Ruijs et al., 2013) , although strictly speaking the Pareto criterion applies to people, not to services or goods (Varian, 2010) . The terms "Pareto optimality" and "Pareto efficiency" are used interchangeably in the literature, even though the former is often used as a normative criterion indicating desirable situations, while the latter implies a more neutral description in positive economics (Berthonnet and Delclite, 2014) . For this reason we use "Pareto efficiency"; often just "efficiency" for conciseness, acknowledging that we always talk of allocative (Pareto) efficiency and not productive efficiency (i.e. production at the lowest cost). The boundary of the set is known as the production possibilities frontier, also called the "efficiency frontier" Polasky et al., 2008) . For conciseness, we refer to this as the "production frontier" in the following.
Production frontiers represent the set of efficient configurations, defined as landscape configurations that bring efficient supply of all ES according to the Pareto criterion. Although production frontiers can be used with more than two ES or dimensions (for an example of fourdimension frontier see Ruijs et al., 2013) , applications to pairs of ES are the most common because they are theoretical simple, easily displayed graphically, and a first step before analyzing multivariate relationships (Chan et al., 2006; Lee and Lautenbach, 2016; RaudseppHearne et al., 2010) . The slope of the frontier at a point represents the marginal ES2 loss when ES1 increases, or vice-versa . Any combination located inside the frontier (rather than on the frontier) is sub-efficient regarding both services considered (Lester et al., 2013) .
The construction of production frontier is a two-step procedure (Hauer et al., 2007) . First, ES are assessed across a set of management options (as large and diverse as possible) using qualitative information, theoretical models, quantitative models, or empirical data, depending on data available Lester et al., 2013) . Second, efficient combinations for each ES pair are identified using Pareto-dominance criteria or statistical estimators (Ruijs et al., 2013) . Analyzing all possible management scenarios is in most cases practically impossible because of data and computational requirements, particularly if ES models are not automatically connected to the computer tools for building scenarios (Kline and Mazzotta, 2012; Voinov, 2003, Seppelt and Voinov, 2002; Yapo et al., 1998) . Even though production frontiers depend on scenario selection and too few scenarios could lead to ambiguous conclusions (Kline and Mazzotta, 2012) , using a set of a limited size is acceptable if it includes sufficiently diverse and contrasted scenarios close to the putative frontier (i.e. adding more scenarios to the analysis will not improve substantially the production frontier) (Lester et al., 2013) . Another approach uses smart sampling strategies to improve scenario selection, for example constraint optimization (Hauer et al., 2007; Lester et al., 2013) , Latin hypercube sampling (Manache and Melching, 2004) or genetic algorithms (Groot et al., 2012; Lautenbach et al., 2013; Seppelt and Voinov, 2002) . However, such sampling strategies often ignore that some scenarios are biophysically or socioeconomically unrealistic.
The production frontier approach provides information about ES relationships beyond that yielded by either static or temporal correlations. It shows how current configurations differ from the efficient ones or could be improved, and therefore it can be used to discuss stakeholder preferences for different efficient landscape configurations (Bekele et al., 2013; CavenderBares et al., 2015; Lester et al., 2013) . Although all points on the frontier are equally efficient in terms of ES provision, they may not be equally desirable to stakeholders or the society Kline and Mazzotta, 2012) . The most desirable landscape configuration depends on the values given by stakeholders to different ES King et al., 2015; Lester et al., 2013) . It can be identified by combining the production frontier with indifference curves that represent the preferences of a given stakeholder or social group for ES (i.e. how much they would trade off one ES in exchange for another) King et al., 2015; Kline and Mazzotta, 2012; Lester et al., 2013) . Some challenges have been raised regarding the application of production possibility framework, such as the difficulty of identifying plausible landscape configurations and ES combinations, and the rather abstract nature of discussions about landscape optimality and efficiency (Kline and Mazzotta, 2012 values at two times or more for method 2) and different landscape configurations (one observed landscape configuration for method 1; two configurations of the same landscape at two dates for method 2; and a large number of hypothetical landscape configurations for method 3). All approaches describe different aspects of ES relationships (tradeoffs and synergies), that can be compared. Thus, one should not expect the three methods to come to the same conclusions. For instance, in the simple example shown in Fig. 1 , methods 1 and 3 suggest tradeoffs between ES, whereas method 2 suggests synergies. The three methods might result in different patterns of ES relationships.
Study Site
We applied our analytical framework to the Volcanic Central Talamanca Biological Corridor (Imbach et al., 2010) . LULC is dominated by secondary and primary forests covering 48% of the area in 2008, mostly in the southern and north-eastern periphery (Bosselmann, 2012; Brenes Pérez, 2009 ). The rest of the area is made up of agricultural mosaics including pasture for dairy and cattle farming, coffee and sugarcane.
During the 1986-2008 period, LULC changes in the study site consisted of an expansion of forests and crops (including sugarcane) and a decline in pastures and coffee plantations, as a response to socio-economic drivers including changes in agricultural prices and urbanization (Brenes Pérez, 2009; Carmona and DeClerck, 2012; Vallet et al., 2016) . The Reventazón watershed is an important supplier of ES, including agricultural products. It produces 30% of the milk and meat in the country, 85% of the potato and onion crop, and 23% of flowers and ornamental plants for export (PREVDA, 2008) . It is also highly strategic for hydroelectricity, with 27% of national production capacity (Locatelli et al., 2011) . This area is particularly relevant for analyzing relationships between ES. Multiple ES are produced by coffee production systems in the area, managed as agroforests with shading tree species that contribute to both conservation of biodiversity (Caudill et al., 2015) and regulation of soil and climate (Avelino et al., 2012; Carmona and DeClerck, 2012) . Previous studies highlighted the capacity of this area to provide simultaneously multiple ES with diverging trends over time, suggesting the existence of tradeoffs (Estrada Carmona, 2009; Vallet et al., 2016) .
Materials and Methods
We selected six ES for analysis: one provisioning ES (agricultural production, called "A"
hereafter) and five regulating ES -carbon storage ("C", capacity to store carbon and thus mitigate climate change), water yield ("W", quantity of freshwater runoff per year), nitrogen and phosphorus retention ("N" and "P", contribution of the ecosystem to retaining nutrients on the land rather than allowing them to be carried off in runoff) and sediment retention ("S", capacity to prevent soil erosion). These ES are of particular importance in the study area because of the economic importance of agriculture and water-related activities (such as hydropower production) and the susceptibility of soils to erosion. Cultural services are also important in this landscape, but we did not have data to assess them.
We modeled the six ES using estimates of prices and yields for each agricultural product for the provisioning service, and the InVEST software for the regulating ES. InVEST consists of a suite of spatially-explicit models that use LULC maps, biophysical and economic data to quantify and map various ES provided by landscape in biophysical or economic terms (Cabral et al., 2016; Levrel et al., 2017; Nelson et al., 2009; Tallis and Polasky, 2009) For static spatial correlations, we calculated the Pearson correlation coefficients between pairs of ES (sub-watershed level) at the four dates. For the temporal correlations, we calculated the variations of each ES between two consecutive dates (1986-1996, 1996-2001, 2001-2008) and between the start and end of the whole period studied We graphically represented the production possibility set of each pair of ES by plotting ES values in all landscape configurations (four observed and 32 simulated) against one another.
We obtained fifteen scatterplots, based on 468 observations (i.e. 13 sub-watersheds in 36 landscape configurations). In each scatterplot, the production frontier consisted in the set of efficient ES combinations identified using the Pareto dominance criterion and joined by a line (See SI3 for mathematical details). The shape and orientation of the point cloud in each scatterplot, and the proximity of points to each other also provide graphical information on the existence, strength and nature of a relationship (Cleff, 2014; LeBlanc, 2004) . To describe scatterplots, we adopted an approach similar to the graphical analyses conducted by The envelope of cloud of points was computed using alpha-shape, a computational geometry algorithm that draws straight-line graphs around points and is a generalization of convex hulls (Edelsbrunner et al., 1983) . This envelope was graphically represented in each scatterplot. The portion of the envelope that also corresponded to the production frontier was not represented in case it involved non Pareto efficient combinations. In the cases where a linear pattern of association was detected with the shape index, the orientation of the scatterplot informed on the nature of the relationship: synergy for scatterplots oriented from lower left to upper right and tradeoff for higher left to lower right orientation (Jopke et al., 2015) . 
Results
Spatial Correlations
Spatial correlations were similar for all the four dates considered (see SI4). In 2008 (the most recent date here selected as representative), four out of the 15 ES pairs were significantly correlated ( Fig. 3 left) , two positively (P with A and N) and two negatively (C with A and P).
Spatial correlations could be interpreted in terms of ES relationships: for example, the A-C negative correlation showed that places with high agricultural production had low carbon storage, and vice-versa, suggesting a tradeoff between these ES. In contrast, N and P were positively correlated, in other words, places with high nitrogen retention had also high phosphorus retention, suggesting a synergy between them. 
Temporal Correlation
For the whole period (1986-2008), 8 of the 15 possible pairs were significantly correlated ( Fig.   3 right) , five positively (A-P, A-S, N-P, N-W, and P-S) and three negatively (A-C, C-P, and C-S). For the shorter time intervals, fewer significant correlations were found (see SI5). A positive temporal correlation indicated that the pair of ES changed in the same direction in the same places, while a negative correlation showed they changed in opposite directions for given places. For example, the negative correlation between A and C ( Fig. 3 right) meant that in places where the agricultural production increased between 1986 and 2008, carbon storage decreased, suggesting a tradeoff between these two ES, a finding which concurs with method 1. In contrast, nitrogen and phosphorus retention were positively correlated by this method: in other words, places with increasing nitrogen retention also increased phosphorus retention, suggesting a synergy between these two ES, also in agreement with the first method (Table 1) . 
Production Frontiers
The clouds of points showed a wide diversity of shapes over all ES pairs (Fig. 4) . All pairs involving water yield (W) showed dispersed clouds of points, with shape indices over 0.75.
Other pairs formed elongated point clouds (shape index < 0.75), where the main axis of the cloud had either positive or negative slope (respectively / and \ categories in The interpretation of clouds of production possibilities in terms of ES relationships was more complicated than for the first two methods, because it must consider several features of the plots: the dispersion of the cloud of points; the orientation of the cloud and the number of Pareto efficient combinations (Table 1) . Dispersed, apparently random clouds suggested an absent or weak relationship between ES. For example, the A-W plot suggested that high agricultural production could be associated with almost any water yield. In contrast, elongated clouds suggested there was a strong relationship. For instance, in the A-C plot, high levels of agricultural production were always associated with low level of carbon storage, suggesting a tradeoff. The N-P plot was also an elongated cloud, but in this case the orientation of the cloud was positive: in other words, where nitrogen retention was high, so was phosphorus retention, and vice-versa, suggesting a synergy.
For some ES pairs, there was a single Pareto efficient combination, where both ES had their highest levels. This situation generally occurred for ES pairs that were in synergies according to the point cloud analysis (e.g. N-P), but not always (cf SI6 for a graphical explanation). For example, the A-W pair had one single Pareto efficient combination but no clear and strong ES relationship according to the cloud shape. In contrast, some plots showed an extended production frontier where the shape of the cloud suggested synergy (e.g. A-N) or noninteractive ES (e.g. P-W).
For other ES pairs, multiple Pareto efficient combinations were identified. When cloud analysis revealed a tradeoff, the shape of the production frontiers provided information about the intensity of the tradeoff: intense (convex curve, also called concave upward or convex downward) or moderate (concave curve, also called concave downward or convex upward). For example, the A-C production frontier had negative slope and a convex shape, which suggested a strong tradeoff: from an efficient configuration with high carbon (C) and low agricultural production (A), increasing A would strongly decrease C (and vice-versa with high A and low C: increasing C would strongly reduce A). In contrast, the concave shape of the C-N production frontier suggested a moderate tradeoff, because increasing one ES would only moderately decrease the other.
Real landscapes (black dots in Fig. 4) were far from Pareto efficient combinations (green curves or dots) for most ES pairs. The only exception was with the A-C pair: almost all observed landscapes were bordering the section of the production frontier with high carbon values and low agricultural production. The levels of individual ES were in general lower in observed landscapes than in simulated scenarios (grey dots in Fig. 4) , except in the case of carbon sequestration (mostly high C in observed landscapes) and water yield (some high W in observed landscapes).
Discussion
Comparing Interpretations
Even though there is limited research on ES relationships in Central America (Balvanera et al., 2012) , tradeoffs between erosion control and biodiversity have been found in our study site (Carmona and DeClerck, 2012) and synergies between carbon sequestration and water-related services have been identified at the national scale (Locatelli et al., 2014) . We did not observe a clear relationship between carbon and water, which might suggest that scale has an effect on the nature and intensity of the relationships detected.
The three methods all concluded that the relationship between agricultural production and carbon sequestration shows a tradeoff. This result is consistent with other studies analyzing relationships between those two ES (Haase et al., 2012; Maes et al., 2012; Raudsepp-Hearne et al., 2010) . Other ES showed either no relationships with agricultural production (for example water yield) or synergies (for example phosphorus retention). This can be explained by the models we used to quantify ES: the simplified representation of water and nutrient processes in
InVEST and the absence of model validation may limit confidence with which we can interpret ES relationships (Bagstad et al., 2013; Nemec and Raudsepp-Hearne, 2012) . Although most studies on ES identify tradeoffs between regulating and provisioning ES (Lee and Lautenbach, 2016) , our results point out that correlative associations between food production and regulating services should not be automatically identified as interactions, or generalized to other landscapes without caution (Swallow et al., 2009 ).
The three methods are increasingly sensitive for detecting ES relationships in the order of their presentation here: spatial correlations, temporal correlations, production frontiers. For most ES pairs, if the first method leads to a specific interpretation about ES relationships, the same interpretation is found with the second and third methods; but the first method leads to fewer interpretations on synergies or tradeoffs than subsequent methods (Table 1) . For tradeoffs, production frontiers enable a precise description of tradeoff intensity, which correlations do not allow.
The two first methods, both based on observed landscape configurations lead to similar conclusions for most pairs of ES (Table 1) . The exceptions are the four pairs for which method 1 does not show significant correlations, whereas method 2 does. For example, there is no significant spatial correlation between A and S; but temporal analysis shows that places where agricultural production increases also show increased sediment retention, suggesting a synergy.
Other studies have found that static approaches (method 1) detect fewer relationships than dynamic approaches (Tomscha and Gergel, 2016; Zheng et al., 2014) . For four ES pairs, method 3 detects ES relationships (tradeoffs with C-N and C-W, synergies with A-N and N-S), while other methods do not. These results suggest that, because production frontiers are based on a large number of simulated scenarios, including combinations not observed in past to current landscapes, they can detect more ES relationships than approaches based on observed landscapes.
The hypothetical nature of the landscapes scenarios generated in order to construct production frontiers explains some differences between findings: given that landscape changes are usually slow and in continuity with previous configurations, observed landscapes are generally similar one to another (i.e. the black dots in Fig. 4 were clustered). Therefore, methods relying solely on observed data offer only a narrow glimpse of the full range of potential ES values. In contrast, production frontiers consider a broad range of ES levels, revealing unsuspected relationships between ES. Several publications observe that in order to be useful to decisionmaking, scenarios must account for the uncertain nature of the future, and incorporate surprises and discontinuities (Duinker and Greig, 2007; IPBES, 2016; Peterson et al., 2003; Tourki et al., 2013) . This requires large sets, with as complete a range of configurations as possible.
None of the three methods really deal with ES interactions; they reveal ES relationships from which interactions can be inferred but not proven. In addition, the observed ES relationships are partly explained by how InVEST models the services, rather than by real-world ES interactions. Establishing ES interactions requires a better understanding of their underlying causes and the relationships between ES and global drivers (land-use change, climate change, etc.). By using associations or correlations as proxies for causal relationships, we fall into the fallacy that correlation proves causation. There is a risk of suggesting active interaction where the correlation is either spurious or due to a common underlying driver . A refined typology of ES interactions, based on the one proposed by Bennett et al. (2009) , but elaborated to consider the shape (convex or concave) as well as the slope of the relationship (positive or negative), can be applied to suggest the mechanisms and possible interactions behind the reveal relationships. Rigorous establishment of causal mechanisms for interactions will require experimental work and innovative approaches, not just correlative studies .
Explaining and Interpreting Correlations
For method 1 (spatial correlation), ES levels depend in many cases on shared underlying factors, such as LULC. For example, the observed strong tradeoff between agricultural provision and carbon sequestration results from the fact that InVEST models for carbon sequestration and agricultural production are based on simple look-up tables with LULC with high agricultural production having low carbon sequestration and vice-versa (except for coffee agroforestry systems). As a consequence, those ES cannot be observed at the same time in one given LULC.
The same reason explains the synergy between nitrogen and phosphorus retention: LULC with high retention capacity for nitrogen had usually high retention capacity for phosphorus.
For method 2 (temporal correlation), ES relationships are interpreted as the consequences of underlying processes, such as land-use changes. In the study site, LULC changes are dominated by changes in forests and agricultural areas. As forests have no agricultural production and high carbon sequestration (and agricultural areas have the opposite), those ES show opposite trends over time (Vallet et al., 2016) . Other ES pairs show surprising results: for instance, agricultural production and sediment retention are positively correlated using method 2, even though they are un-correlated with method 1. Because the drivers of the spatial distribution of ES (hydrological connectivity, altitude, climate, etc.) can be different to drivers of their temporal evolution (LULC change, urbanization), the approaches can identify different ES relationships.
The Value and Constraints of the Production Frontier Approach
Interpreting production frontiers leads to new insights on ES relationships, but at the price of complexity, since several lines of evidence must be simultaneously considered. Production frontiers are also sensitive to outlier ES combinations. For example, some ES pairs show either a single Pareto efficient combination (e.g. A-W) or a concave production frontier (e.g. S-W);
but the plots suggest that the identified efficient combinations depend on one or a few points.
Adding or removing one scenario in the plot could transform a production frontier into a single Pareto efficient combination or vice-versa. For this reason, the short production frontiers of some ES pairs (e.g. A-N; A-P or A-S) could be artefacts of scenario selection and should not be over interpreted (see also SI6). Interpreting production frontiers is only robust when it is supported by a similar interpretation of the cloud. This underlines the importance of using a large number of scenarios to build production frontiers and applying sensitivity analysis by adding or removing hypothetical landscapes and observing how results change.
With method 3, ES relationships inform us about the tradeoffs society must consider when preferring one efficient ES combination over another, and show which combination of pairs of ES are in fact impossible (everything above and to the right of the green line in Fig. 4) . The revealed tradeoffs lead to reflection on societal preferences regarding what is efficient and desirable. The fact that most observed scenarios are far from Pareto efficient combination(s)
confirms that landscape optimization rarely exists in reality, because of social constraints, actors preferences and path dependency (Bürgi et al., 2005; Nassauer, 1995; Schneeberger et al., 2007) .
Our set of scenarios includes land-use configurations that are probably not acceptable to stakeholders. Another study on ES and landscape scenarios suggested that a full-restoration scenario may be of limited relevance to decision-makers, since it is regarded as unfeasible, but remains scientifically relevant as a benchmark to assess conservation efforts (Goldstein et al., 2012) . The production frontier approach relies on the way we define plausible hypothetical scenarios and the possibility of including socially unacceptable scenarios.
There is a need to better integrate socio-cultural components in the assessment of ES tradeoffs (de Groot et al., 2010) . Beyond the production frontier framework, we need to understand to what extent societal choices constrain land-use configuration and prevent the closer approach to Pareto efficient combinations ). We also need to determine which efficient ES combinations could be preferred by stakeholders by assessing indifference curves that describe human preferences King et al., 2015; Kline and Mazzotta, 2012; Lester et al., 2013) . Even though such preferences are difficult to assess (Lester et al., 2013) , various methods have been developed to elicit preferences using tools from economics like stated or revealed preferences or from social sciences using interviews, focus groups, and other participatory approaches Martín-López et al., 2012) . Preferences depend on the values and needs of each stakeholders or segment of society Hauck et al., 2013) as well as the processes of elicitation of preferences (i.e. individual or group deliberation) (Schleyer et al., 2015) . (Gasparatos, 2010) . The choice of an assessment method is not neutral, it carries an underlying set of rules and judgments that influences the outcomes and the conclusions that can be drawn from them (Brondízio et al., 2010; Gomez-Baggethun and Ruiz-Perez, 2011; Vatn, 2009) . ES practitioners and researchers should carefully check if the method selected is adequate for the policy question: for example, spatial correlations may contribute to defining spatial priorities (e.g. for ES hotspot protection or landscape multi-functionality promotion), temporal correlations to analyzing the implications of decisions on future ES changes, and production frontiers to setting landscape planning objectives.
The gap between science and policy may prevent the translation of ES knowledge into decisionmaking processes. Only 12 of the 105 publications analyzed by Laurans et al. (2013) looked at the decision context that supported the assessment of ES relationships. There is a risk that the outputs may be ignored by decision-makers if they do not match with what they need or expect (Gasparatos, 2010; Grêt-Regamey et al., 2016; Rosenthal et al., 2015) . Improving knowledge about ES interaction means questioning the usefulness of different methods with respect to decision-making needs and expectations.
Conclusion
The objective of this study was to compare different methods for assessing ES relationships, using an example in Costa Rica. The methods we selected imply different assumptions about ES relationships and their quantification. Two methods (spatial and temporal correlations) relied on observed landscape configurations, and one (production frontiers) on simulated landscapes. The three methods showed different levels of sensitivity in detecting ES relationships. Interpreting spatial and temporal correlations is apparently straightforward, but the interpretation of production frontiers is more complex since it relies on several features of ES pair-plots: the shape, orientation and dispersal of the cloud of points, and the slope, shape and length of the frontier. All methods described similar tradeoffs between agricultural production and carbon sequestration. Some synergies between agricultural production and other services were also observed, suggesting that a general pattern of tradeoff between provisioning and regulating services should not be assumed without caution. Our analysis provides useful guidance on how to interpret production frontiers. As the three methods provide different contributions to decision-making on ES, it is recommended to choose methods in accordance with the decision context or to combine methods and compare their implications for decisionmaking.
